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Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
Meeting Minutes
DRAFT – August 18, 2021 - DRAFT

Commissioners Present:

Keith Allen, Amanda Becker, Etienne Djevi, Richard James,
Kathryn Macomber, Laura Palmquist and Adepeju Solarin (Peju).

Youth Commissioners:

Beverly Yiling Xie

Commissioners Absent:

Paul Haas (excused)

Staff Present:

Thomas Brooks, Equity and Inclusion Manager

Call to Order/Roll Call
The Human Rights, Inclusion, and Engagement Commission (HRIEC) meeting was called to
order at 6:30 p.m.
Approve Agenda
Commissioner Macomber moved and Commissioner Becker seconded a motion to approve the
Agenda as presented. Motion passed 7 ayes, 1 abstain (Peju).
Public Comment on Items Not on Agenda
None.
Commission Response to Community Issues
None.
Approve Minutes
a. July 21, 2021 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission
Commissioner Peju asked what the Commission’s role was with CultureBrokers and if the
Commission was just being kept abreast of what was going on or if the Commission needed to
do anything. She asked if this was a ceremonial function or not. She indicated that was not clear
to her. She referenced line 168 in the minutes and did not think that answered what
Commissioner Becker brought up on line 160-166.
Chair Djevi indicated he would like to first approve the minutes and when the agenda item for
CultureBrokers comes up this could be discussed there.
Commissioner Macomber moved and Commissioner Palmquist seconded a motion to approve
the July 21, 2021 Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission meeting minutes as
presented. Motion passed 7 ayes, 1 abstain (Peju).
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Youth Commissioner Report
Youth Commissioner Xie reported that the block party was fun and brought the surrounding
communities together. She thought this served a useful function and an inspiring function
because she felt that everyone was brought together.
New Business
a. CultureBrokers, LLC Update
Equity and Inclusion Manger Brooks updated the Commission on the work
CultureBrokers has done as well as the work done SREAP. He indicated they have
worked on process mapping with City staff.
Commissioner Peju commended Mr. Brooks on the work he has done so far and
giving the Commission to work with and to understand the work that is going on.
Mr. Brooks explained the HRIEC’s role is to set expectations and for the most part is
to receive updates because it is a formal process for staff to continue to update the
Commission on a monthly basis and have the Commission to ask questions and give
feedback. He knew that staff would need a significant amount of help with the Board
and Commission process, engagement in general as well. He noted staff is currently
in the process, as the data is being reviewed and reworked, staff will want the HRIEC
input in helping to finalize whatever the new process is to make sure it will make
sense for the residents, it appears to be inclusive and equitable and that it is a process
that everyone in the City can work with.
Commissioner Allen thought this was helpful and having the HRIEC as a group of
accountability will be useful.
Chair Djevi indicated in the presentation Mr. Brooks talked about hearing from
stakeholders and he asked for more of an explanation on that.
Mr. Brooks explained the stakeholders are anyone that is directly impacted or
involved in each of the problems. For hiring and recruitment the primary
stakeholders are existing staff and have recently gone through the process. Being
able to leverage those voices through surveys or interviews and focus groups, which
the City has not gone through yet, but making sure to get those perspectives on what
their experience was like going through the hiring and recruitment process. Staff also
has the idea of reaching out to those that have gone through the process and maybe
did not get hired. This is something staff will try to approach as well. With the
Boards and Commissions stakeholders would be any of the staff around the City that
is impacted by the work of the Commissions, Commissioners and the general
community that would be eligible to apply for the Commissions, including those that
have applied in the past and have not been appointed. Those are the stakeholders the
City is trying to engage.
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Chair Djevi thought the Commission would like to be the voice of the community and
what he thought the Commission was presenting. He thought the process presented is
more internal rather than external, so he wondered if there was any plan of having the
community input in the whole process so that it is a combination of both internal
process and output from the outside.
Mr. Brooks explained the process is already defined and approved by the Council and
staff is just following the process in itself, however, they do need and important to get
community feedback again related to the specific processes that would be developed
for the onboarding, commission recruitment, as well as hiring where it makes sense.
Chair Djevi thought what he heard was engagement opportunities will present
themselves and the Commission will help with the engagement part as voices of the
community.
Mr. Brooks indicated the fact that the HRIEC has been so much closer to this work
than other Commissions, he thought it creates a situation where the Commission can
provide even greater input on the process but he also wanted to be careful about
setting HRIEC up to be the voice of all Commissioners or the entire community so
through this work staff is actually trying to get away from that and if successful staff
should be able to go to any Commission to get some of those voices. He thought the
HRIEC was valuable and top of mind when discussing this but there may be
opportunities where staff asks for the Commission’s input or reach out through some
of the Commission liaisons to work with some of the other Commissions as well.
Ms. Lisa Tabor, CultureBrokers, LLC., arrived at the meeting at 6:54 p.m.
Ms. Tabor reviewed the next steps that CultureBrokers and staff will be working on
as well as what process mapping is and involves.
Commissioner Peju thanked Ms. Tabor for noting the specifics on next steps. Since
she has been on the Commission she is beginning to see more why in earlier
Commission meeting sessions that she had shared that it appeared to be more of an
internal process and what she is hearing is that actually the focus and scope of
CultureBrokers might just be more of an employee workplace as opposed to what was
previously communicated in briefings as a City-wide situation. She wanted to go on
record that Mr. Brooks noted that there is difficulty with either the desired potential to
either reach out to past Commissioners or past applicants and things like that so she
wanted to mention that to her as a Commissioner it is not really clear because it seems
a little conflated if they are talking about issues of human rights, inclusion, and
engagement, that it becomes also conflated that other Commissions, which have other
scopes and plans, would need to be in that conversation. She noted since she has
been on the Commission they have not been asked to advise, evaluate and to engage
and it seems that would be a supportive role or a complimentary role in some area so
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she would be curious down the line for the City, with the support of CultureBrokers
to clarify that term “difficulty” because it seems unclear to her at the moment.
Mr. Brooks thought there might be a misunderstanding or if he misspoke, in terms of
difficulty, he thought Commissioner Peju might be referring to the difficulty in just
providing general information about the process to the community or to general
stakeholders in requesting feedback at every step of the way. He mentioned that it is
a little difficult because these are internal processes that are not seen on a day-to-day
basis or worked on a day-to-day basis by community members. That does not mean
that they cannot take specific parts of this process that are more easily digestible to
the community to get that feedback. When Commissioner Peju talked about the other
Commissioners being involved in this process that gets back to who the stakeholder
is, and the City stakeholders are those people that have experience with these
processes. The HRIEC is highly valuable to the process but there are other
Commissioners that also have experience going through the Commissioner
recruitment process. He did not know for sure what the feedback is going to look
like, if it will be a survey, interview or focus group, but staff wants to make sure that
the City is getting as many of those voices as possible and of course that always starts
with the HRIEC. If there are ways that the City can engage some of the other
Commissioners that have that very direct experience as well, actually equal to the
experience that the HRIEC went through, he thought that could also be valuable and
is what he meant when he stated involving some of the other Commissioners.
Commissioner Becker thought this was very helpful in going back to what she had
said at the previous meeting about the communication plan. She thought the
Commission could be moving out into the community to let the community know the
Commission is there and on top of that is the fact that the City of Roseville itself, is
dedicated to change, transition and there is a strategic plan that is in motion. She
thought that is a part of the disruption in the process and part of that is the awareness
and community members feeling engaged and aware that the City cares enough to go
through something.
Chair Djevi agreed and indicated this has been something he has been advocating for
a number of years.
Mr. Brooks thought a lot of these things mentioned, like everything else in local
government is not going to happen overnight. He thought staff was making huge
progress and making significant changes that he thought will really impact the
Commission for the better.
Chair Djevi indicated he was excited about the prospect of having the process and
looking at where the gaps are so the City does not repeat the same mistakes that were
made in the past and expect a different result, especially when it comes to what is
important to people. A better outcome is ultimately what they want.
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Ms. Tabor wanted to point out that when they do the decision point analysis, the
process is all laid out and they look at the decision point analysis, output, and
everything, that is data and information collection and the information that they will
be collecting as well is how the process works for the people involved. She indicated
that is a little more qualitative information and more about how satisfied a person is
with the process. What they want to do right now is to make sure they are clear about
the process and about where decisions are made and who owns them. The data is
collected and then it goes to the customer, the people who are the participants in that
process and ask them those further questions about their experiences.
b. Special Officer Election – Vice Chair
Chair Djevi indicated Vice Chair Lee had to resign from the HRIEC for family
reasons effective August 2, 2021. He indicated the Commission will miss
Commissioner Lee a lot and he thanked her for all of her work done.
Chair Djevi explained the Commission needs to appoint a new Vice Chair to fill the
remainder of the current Vice Chair term through March 21, 2022.
Chair Djevi asked for nominations for the role of Vice Chair.
Commissioner Peju nominated Commissioner Macomber.
Youth Commissioner Xie nominated Commissioner Allen because she thought he
was well connected in the community.
Commissioner Allen nominated Commissioner Palmquist.
Chair Djevi asked if Commissioner Macomber accepted the nomination.
Commissioner Macomber indicated she did accept the nomination.
Chair Djevi asked if Commissioner Allen accepted the nomination.
Commissioner Allen indicated he also accepted the nomination.
Chair Djevi asked if Commissioner Palmquist accepted the nomination.
Commissioner Palmquist indicated she appreciated the nomination but thought
Commissioner Macomber would make a great Vice Chair. She declined the
nomination.
Chair Djevi asked Commissioner Macomber why the Commission should vote for
her.
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Commissioner Macomber explained she has done much board work and board
development work and has a background in working in and with diversity, inclusion,
and equity and particularly because it is a short term she knew she could commit that
time and her heart is with the Commission.
Chair Djevi asked Commissioner Allen why the Commission should vote for him.
Commissioner Allen explained honestly he was committed to always not needing a
title to do what he does. He is committed to being a great number three or four when
the Commission has a great number one and two that can commit and visually be that.
He stated his heart is to continue to do what he can do in the roles he has. He
appreciated Youth Commission Xie for nominating him but know that he did not
need the title to do the work.
A motion was not made but a role call was done for each candidate.
Chair Djevi indicated he would vote for Commissioner Macomber because he is a
good proponent of having gender quality and gender representation in whatever they
do and he thought, in his opinion, it would be good to have a woman as a Vice Chair.
That was also the reason why he supported Commissioner Lee’s nomination last time.
Commissioner Becker explained she would vote for Commissioner Macomber for the
same reasons and Commissioner Macomber is very detail oriented and attuned to
process and she thought this role fits.
Commissioner James indicated he also votes for Commissioner Macomber.
Commissioner Palmquist stated she votes for Commissioner Macomber.
Commissioner Peju explained she would vote for Commissioner Allen.
Youth Commissioner Xie indicated she would like to vote for Commissioner Allen.
Commissioner Macomber stated she would vote for Commissioner Allen.
Commissioner Allen explained he appreciated the acknowledgement as candidate for
Vice Chair, but he would vote for Commissioner Macomber.
Mr. Brooks indicated with the voting done Commissioner Macomber has been elected
Vice Chair of the HRIEC.
c. Work Plan Updates
Equity and Inclusion Manager Brooks explained this item is to review the 2021 work
plan updates. He asked for Commission Leaders for each plan to update the
Commission on progress of their item.
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Commissioner James and Mr. Brooks updated the Commission on the Essay/Art
Contest. Mr. Brooks indicated there has not been anything sent out to the schools yet,
but staff is planning on doing this in the next few weeks.
Chair Djevi indicated one community that he read in the report is the home-schooled
kids and he wondered if anyone has done the work to find someone in that
community that could be the liaison to get the essay question to those kids.
Mr. Brooks deferred this to the subcommittee and indicated Commissioner Hess was
supposed to connect with his homeschool network to promote this opportunity.
Beyond that staff is working to push this out through email, website, the newsletter
and on the website.
Chair Djevi asked if the promo video that was suggested by Youth Commissioner Xie
something that was being worked on.
Mr. Brooks explained this is something he would send that back to the subgroup.
There are limitations on the staff side which he will talk about in the staff updates.
Youth Commissioner Xie asked what schools the essay is going to be sent to.
Mr. Brooks indicated Ms. Olson has the list and it will need to be updated and
expanded for different languages.
Chair Djevi asked if this is something that the sub-committee can work on so staff
does not need to spend time on that work.
Mr. Brooks thought if the subcommittee is willing to take that on then he would turn
it over to them.
Commissioner James indicated he would not have the time or resources to do that and
thought that has been handled by the liaison people in the past.
Youth Commissioner Xie indicated she thought it would be better for someone higher
up to do that because it would have more merit.
Chair Djevi thought that made sense.
Commissioner James indicated there was a lot of work that the subcommittee had to
do such as working on two different rubrics and find out one for the visual component
of it.
Chair Djevi asked when the entries were expected to come into the City next year.
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Commissioner James explained the deadline will be January 30th or 31st and how the
process will work.
The Commission lightly discussed the grading and judging of the essays.
Chair Djevi indicated there is not anything going on with the Rosefest Parade at this
time.
Chair Djevi asked if there was any Commissioner that would like to take former
Commissioner Lee’s spot on the Community Feedback Response work plan item.
Commissioner Peju indicated she was on the Community Outreach as well and it
appears there is some overlap, so she cautiously nominated herself to be on the
subcommittee for the Community Feedback Response.
Mr. Brooks updated the Commission on the Commission Recruitment and
Commission Interviews process.
Commissioner Peju asked if fliers could be picked up and distributed to different
places regarding Commission recruitment.
Mr. Brooks indicated he could try to whip something up for the Commission. He
noted this has been discussed to distribute in the Spring for recruitment.
Commissioner James indicated regarding Commission Onboarding, an email will be
sent out to new Commissioners before the next meeting asking about how the
orientation and onboarding went for them asking for ideas or suggestions for future
Commission onboarding.
Chair Djevi indicated the subcommittee has not met for the Proclamation Support
work item.
Commissioner James asked all of the Commissioners to look through the
proclamation list and try to figure out what proclamation each would like to work on
with the subcommittee.
Commissioner Allen updated the Commission on work being done with the
Community Outreach work plan item.
d. Conversion Therapy Ban Ordinance Discussion
Commissioner Palmquist summarized the Conversion Therapy Ban Ordinance
discussion in the subgroup that was formed. She noted two items popped up during
discussion which the subgroup wanted to bring before the entire Commission. First
of all when the subgroup started looking over the draft of the Ordinance they did not
feel comfortable filling in the purposes part that the attorney had left blank. The
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group felt the Commission was more advisory than creators of an ordinance. The
subgroup hoped to have a meeting with the City Attorney soon to fill it in. The
second thing with the 80/20 clergy versus non-clergy, how can they bring a wider
scope to the whole ordinance. That was something the subgroup is trying to figure
out with the attorney. The other piece is this is going to be a long project and the
subgroup will have updates, but it will not be done in a month. There is a lot of
research, planning and discussion that needs to go into it to actually make a
difference.
Chair Djevi added the subgroup is going to actually try to reach out to the people who
brought this to the City’s attention and use that information as data to back the
proposed ordinance. At this point the subgroup is trying to gather as much
information as possible and meet with the City Attorney to see what kind of legal
language can be put into an ordinance like this.
Commissioner Becker asked if there are any parameters around interviewing people
or should there be someone like a licensed therapist to conduct those interviews.
Mr. Brooks explained he would not suggest there be interviews. One thing that was
mentioned at the City Council meeting was to have some victims of conversion
therapy speak at the meeting. That is a huge ask to have someone come and speak
publicly about that. He indicated he was personally uncomfortable with that, but they
can certainly reach out and ask.
Chair Djevi wondered if someone, such as an outside researcher, could do additional
research on this and maybe get paid out of the budget to do the work rather than have
staff spend a lot of time on researching this.
Mr. Brooks indicated there are a lot of questions with that. Originally he wanted to
offer to help the HRIEC with all of this work so that the HRIEC could do all of the
work and research and have this be a community led and community driven initiative,
especially when it gets into the public comment period and why Roseville should take
this on for it to be community led. This was really important to staff leadership and
the City Council. That is why he decided to take a step back on pushing through a lot
of these things. Within the scope of what was asked by Council, they certainly have
the capacity to do that, filling in the purpose of findingspro of the ordinance in
consultation with the attorney. Reaching out to the cities that already have ordinances
to find out what their experience has been since passing the ordinances, staff can
prepare emails to send. Putting together a presentation and the extra work of
hopefully finding someone to share a testimonial, there are a number of cities in the
State that have already passed similar ordinances and have already laid the framework
and the groundwork for the research. That was why he pushed back because he felt
like the Commission is trying to reinvent the wheel when this has already been done
in other cities. He would urge the Commission to leverage that and rely on the
blueprint that has already been laid out by many of the other cities. He knew the one
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thing that Roseville is trying to do different, which he did not see it as being
successful is tackling the religious exemptions. Beyond that, this is what other cities
have done and Bloomington just passed their ordinance.
Commissioner Peju indicated what Mr. Brooks brought up is what the subgroup
discussed. But to make sure the ordinance was not cookie cutter and just for
Roseville, the subgroup saw the need to make sure that it was community led from
people who are in Roseville and for the Commission to come up with that information
which is why the subgroup thought it might be helpful to have some research
assistance to have all of that providing well informed information. The subgroup did
want to avoid reinventing the wheel.
Commissioner Allen indicated there are two organizations that come to mind that he
could introduce the Commission to. Depending on who would be willing to speak, he
would be concerned about having a victim come and speak but he would strongly
suggest looking at advocacy to support the victim. He noted he could work on
reaching out to some organizations if the subgroup would like him to do that.
Chair Djevi indicated the statistics on conversion therapy and suicides can be
received from other communities but what is happening in Roseville cannot be found
anywhere else and the City does not have that data. He asked if the Commission
could get as specific as that.
Mr. Brooks was not sure how the City can get that data, but they could probably reach
out to some of the organizations that are local to find out what localized information
that they have. He knew that information was hard to get even on State and National
levels. He thought it was worth asking but he was hesitant about it.
Commissioner James suggested to go back in the community response forms and try
to contact those people to see if they had any local information.
Commissioner Becker indicated the subgroup already did that. She indicated the
hurdle the subgroup is trying to get over is that the people connected to this do not
know the City.
Commissioner Peju thought that is why the Commission has done some of the grunt
work and this work would benefit from some research assistance, especially with
Roseville being so strategically located to the University of Minnesota area, it would
not be difficult to have a student research assistant to help look through some of the
work that has already been done on their behalf and then some of the work the
Commission has done. That would be also data mining information that they could
provide information on the drafting of the ordinance itself for the City. They want to
build on the information that either Duluth or Bloomington and other cities have
done.
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Chair Djevi thought in the interest of time and to have a good product in the end, he
suggested the subcommittee meet again to see what the next steps should be. He
agreed this should not be rushed through.
Other New Business or Reports
a. Staff Updates Report
Equity and Inclusion Manager Brooke reported on the following:
 SREAP updates-This was discussed earlier in the meeting.
 Rice Larpenteur Alliance August 14th event with MAC
o Thanked the Commissioners that participated in the event.
o Dedicating more resources on community engagement such as fliers
and informational items.
o Working on submitting a proposed budget to the Council that will
include money for equity and community engagement.
o Purchasing a tent, table, and other things for events.
o Youth Commissioner Xie thought having fliers in different languages.
She also could use her musical talent next year and play her cello to
attract people. Have a City Councilmember make an appearance.
o Commissioner Macomber indicated she sent a list of helpful ideas to
Mr. Brooks.
o Commissioner Becker thought next year Roseville could take the lead
and make its corner a bigger and better event. Try to figure out how to
naturally bring people in.
o Mr. Brooks would have liked to have shut down the intersection to
bring everything inward, which would have helped them out.
 Staffing updates/meeting structure
o The City is in the process of hiring a Housing Navigator.
o The Community Development Department has hired a business intern
which will focus on the outreach to BIPOC businesses within the City.
o Update on the Communications Team. Cory Yunkie will be taking
over the Communications Manager role for administration.
 Commission recruitment
 In person/hybrid meetings
o Update on City meetings. He noted starting in September hybrid
meetings will still be available but wherever the Commissioner is
remotely has to be communicated to the public and has to be
accessible to the public. He noted the City has conference rooms
available as well for Commissioners to use.
o Commissioner Peju indicated she would like to see the legal
information on that seeing that they are in peacetime or COVID
challenges.
o Commissioner Macomber thought if a Commissioner was quarantined
and could not be at the meeting then she thought this new rule would
mean the Commissioner would not be able to participate in the
meeting and should be absent.
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o Mr. Brooks indicated the information is in MN Statute Chapter 13D
and is something that was vetted through the Minnesota League of
Cities. He noted he pushed as much as he could to give the
Commission as much flexibility as possible.
o Commissioner James indicated he did not know if he could continue as
a Commissioner under these circumstances because he is a primary
caretaker of a very fragile person and he also has a granddaughter who
is 2.5 years old, and he will not take the risk of getting exposed to the
Delta Variant. He noted this may be his last meeting.
o Mr. Brooks indicated that is the last thing he wanted and appreciated
each Commissioner and would hate to lose anyone over this Pandemic
and the situation they find themselves in. He will work with what he
can control. The City has to absolutely follow what is laid out by
Statute, but they can also work with social distancing. He noted the
City’s hands are tied with the hybrid meetings when there is not an
emergency.
o Commissioner James understood that but needed filthe Commission to
know what his situation is.
o Chair Djevi thought it would be unfortunate to lose any
Commissioners for laws that should be changed.
o Commissioner Macomber thought Commissioners James story should
be forwarded to the City Council and City Administration.
o Mr. Brooks asked for Commission letters regarding this which would
help out the case.
Announcements
Future Agenda Items
a. Workplan Update
b. Proclamation Selection and update
c. Conversion Therapy Ban Ordinance
Adjournment
Commissioner Macomber moved and Commissioner Peju seconded a motion to adjourn. Motion
passed unanimously.
Chair Djevi adjourned the meeting at 8:54 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Sue Osbeck
TimeSaver Off Site Secretarial, Inc.

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: September 22, 2021

ITEM: 7.B.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Conversion Therapy Ban Ordinance Continued Discussion

Background
Overwhelming research has proven conversion therapy or similar treatments to “cure” youth of
thoughts and feelings associated with sexual orientation, gender identity or expression is a
dangerous practice causing both short and long-term harm. Conversion therapy is also referred
to as reparative therapy, ex-gay therapy, or sexual orientation change methods. LGBTQIA+
people are at a significant risk of depression, anxiety, substance abuse, and suicide, only to be
further heightened by conversion therapy practices.
19 states across the U.S. have prohibited the practice of conversion therapy to protect
LGBTQIA+ youth. In the absence of state legislation, cities across Minnesota are passing
ordinances to protect vulnerable LGBTQIA+ youth in their jurisdictions. In addition to
protecting youth from this human rights violation, an ordinance prohibiting the practice of
conversion therapy sends a message of inclusion and equity to the LGBTQIA+ community who
live, work, and visit the city of Roseville.
The following Minnesota cities have already passed ordinances or proclamations denouncing
conversion therapy practices within city limits: Bloomington, Duluth, Minneapolis, Red Wing,
Robbinsdale, Saint Paul, West Saint Paul, and Winona.
The following medical and mental health professional organizations have all made
statements denouncing the practice of conversion therapy in support of research:
National Association of Social Workers - Minnesota
American Academy of Child Adolescent Psychiatry
American Association of Pediatrics
American Association for Marriage/Family Therapy
American College of Physicians American Counseling
Association American Medical Association

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item
American Psychiatric Association
American Psychoanalytic Association
American Psychological Association
American School Counselors
Association American School Health Association National
Association of Social Workers Pan
American Health Organization
American Counseling Association

Recommendation
Following the HRIEC’s proclamation recognizing LGBTQIA+ Month in June 2021 and the
commission’s recommendation to city council to adopt an ordinance prohibiting conversion
therapy within the city, council has requested HRIEC conduct additional research, draft the
ordinance, and identify a community engagement strategy for the commission and city council
to receive public input for consideration of the ordinance.
Staff recommends the HRIEC subgroup for the conversion therapy ban work with staff to
complete the draft ordinance language, gather information from surrounding cities, and create
a presentation for council.
Attachments

City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan
Essay Contest
Lead
Goal

Richard/Beverly

Rosefest Parade
Engagement
Monica/Etienne/Keith
Promote inclusivity in
our community

JAN

FEB

Start theme discussions. Subgroup to research
May tie into the larger what other cities do/
parade them or focus on best practices
work of HRIEC. Attend
other commission
meetings to encourage
parade attendance and
sign-up.

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

Commission Recruitment Commission Interviews Commission
Onboarding
Cat/Beverly
Increase community participation and diversity of applicants

Commission discuss
assisting city with
spreading the word about
open commission seats.
Specifically assist with
outreach to traditionally
underrepresented groups

Cat & Beverly with staff
review 2021 interview
process and questions,
propse revisions.

Beverly develops
recommendations and
assist with youth
commissioner
recruitment.

Cat & Beverly with staff
bring update and
request for feedback.

Cat & Beverly observe
2021 onboarding
process for
commissions. Review
onboarding materials.

Staff submits application
for spot in the parade

Commissioners
submit essay topic
suggestions by May Coordinate with other
groups and encourage
meeting
attendance, may be part
of HRIEC parade group.
Commission
Email commissioners
discusses and
reminders
narrows down
topics.
Commission selects Order t-shirts if needed.
final topic for essay Purchase candy.
and sub group is
appointed to
finalize wording for
essay contest

JUL

Sub-group submits Parade
draft essay topic to
commission for
discussion/
approval

AUG

Final vote by
commission on
topic wording;
contest rules and
topic mailed to
teachers prior to
start of school

SEP
OCT

Community Feedback
Response
Grace/Etinne/Beverly
Increase community
engagement/
communication
Subgroup to research
current state - how does
community contact
HRIEC currently?

Discuss rubric for
scoring

Subgroup to come up
with proposal for
response plan.

Cat & Beverly with staff
review commission
recruitment process and
evaluate 2021 process

Subgroup to present plan
to commission for
discussion.
Commission approves
plan.
Cat & Beverly research
best practices, develop
recommendations for
2022 recruitment cycle.

Cat & Beverly research
best practices, develop
recommendations for
2022 interviews

Cat & Beverly research
best practices, develop
recommendations for
2022 onboarding cycle

NOV

Finalize rubric

DEC
Other work:
Renaming of Pocahontas Park - HRIEC to monitor and participate in Parks and Rec Commission plans as appropriate. (Kathy Macomber to attend
meetings as possible.)
Shoreview Programming (Rebecca/staff)
Work with other commissions (Monica/Etienne) - as needed

City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan

Lead
Goal

Essay Contest

Rosefest Parade Engagement

Community Feedback
Response

Richard/Beverly

Monica/Etienne/Keith
Promote inclusivity in our
community

Grace/Etinne/Beverly
Increase community
engagement/ communication

JAN

Certificate of involvement from
City
Discuss gift card depending on #
of submissions
Post some submissions on
website?
Consider some honorable merit
& interviewed on CTV
Use gift cards from local
businesses to support them as
well

FEB

Ensure groups reached out to are
apolitical
Are 2 spots held each year?
Commissioner Djevi volunteered
as liaison to parade committee
Make a list of communities not
typically involved in local
government & rotate through
those groups each year
Rebecca to clarify if 2 spots in
addition to HRIEC/Commission
spot

Commission Recruitment

Commission
Interviews

Commission Onboarding

Cat/Beverly
Increase community participation and diversity of applicants

Subgroup to research current Commission discuss assisting
state - how does community city with spreading the word
contact HRIEC currently?
about open commission seats.
Specifically assist with outreach
to traditionally
underrepresented groups

Cat & Beverly with
staff review 2021
interview process
and questions,
propse revisions.

Reviewed what commissions and This is part of Strategic Racial
city & city departments are doing Equity Action Plan.
Grace will send compiled
Tracking demographics of who are
research. It will be in Feb packet applying & how often & who is
Next month looking at what
interviewed. How many are
other cities are doing.
applying?
This is "on hold" for HRIEC work
plan as it is being discussed with
consultant.

This is "on hold" for
HRIEC work plan as it
is being discussed with
consultant.

Start theme discussions. May tie Subgroup to research what other Beverly develops
into the larger parade them or
cities do/ best practices
recommendations and assist with
focus on work of HRIEC. Attend
youth commissioner recruitment.
other commission meetings to
encourage parade attendance and
sign-up.

Community Outreach

Monica/Etienne/Keith

Clarify details for the
Community Contact List & ask
commission for existing
relationships to add or
leverage.
Youth commissioner voting
Rebecca will provide staff
report for Feb meeting
Onboarding team - process
(make time/commitment to
meet&greet) - Richard
Before first meeting - talk to
new commissioners ahead of
time
Forward P&R handbook to
Richard/Beverly

Ask all of commission for any
pre-existing relationships with
those who may want to be opinion
leader or liaison
Rebecca resend google form linkS

Begin collecting names,
Richard & Beverly observe 2021 institutions, and businesses. 10
minute brainstorming session at
onboarding process for
commission meeting.
commissions. Review
onboarding materials.

City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan

Lead
Goal

Essay Contest

Rosefest Parade Engagement

Community Feedback
Commission Recruitment
Commission
Commission Onboarding
Response
Interviews
Grace/Etinne/Beverly
Cat/Beverly
Increase community
Increase community participation and diversity of applicants
engagement/ communication

Community Outreach

Richard/Beverly

Monica/Etienne/Keith
Promote inclusivity in our community

Subgroup to research current
state - how does community
contact HRIEC currently?

Commission discuss assisting Cat & Beverly with staff
city with spreading the word
review 2021 interview
about open commission seats. process and questions,
Specifically assist with outreach propse revisions.
to traditionally
underrepresented groups

Clarify details for the
Community Contact List & ask
commission for existing
relationships to add or
leverage.

Ensure groups reached out to are apolitical
Are 2 spots held each year?
Commissioner Djevi volunteered as liaison to
parade committee
Make a list of communities not typically involved in
local government & rotate through those groups
each year
Rebecca to clarify if 2 spots in addition to
HRIEC/Commission spot
Review proclamations for participation
May 1st is deadline for groups to be in place.
KOM, Native American group (tie in with
Pocahontas park renaming), Grand Marshal idea?
Look to confirm group at March meeting

Reviewed what commissions and
city & city departments are doing
Grace will send compiled
research. It will be in Feb packet
Next month looking at what other
cities are doing.

This is part of Strategic Racial
Equity Action Plan.
Tracking demographics of who are
applying & how often & who is
interviewed. How many are
applying?
This is "on hold" for HRIEC work
plan as it is being discussed with
consultant.

Start theme discussions. May tie into the larger
parade them or focus on work of HRIEC. Attend
other commission meetings to encourage parade
attendance and sign-up.

Subgroup to research what other Beverly develops
cities do/ best practices
recommendations and assist with
youth commissioner recruitment.

JAN

Certificate of involvement from City
Discuss gift card depending on # of
submissions
Post some submissions on website?
Consider some honorable merit &
interviewed on CTV
Use gift cards from local businesses to
support them as well

FEB

This is "on hold" for
HRIEC work plan as it is
being discussed with
consultant.

Monica/Etienne/Keith

Youth commissioner voting
Ask all of commission for any
Rebecca will provide staff report pre-existing relationships with
for Feb meeting
those who may want to be opinion
Onboarding team - process
leader or liaison
(make time/commitment to
Rebecca resend google form linkS
meet&greet) - Richard
Before first meeting - talk to new
commissioners ahead of time
Forward P&R handbook to
Richard/Beverly

Richard & Beverly observe 2021
onboarding process for
commissions. Review
onboarding materials.

Begin collecting names,
institutions, and businesses. 10
minute brainstorming session at
commission meeting.

Etienne reached out to Native American group.

Brainstormed ideas with Joanna.
Subgroup will bring back suggestions
for March meeting. Contest ends
March 15. Once we know # of
submissions, will be able to refine
showcase. Have a summary to
discuss

Last year highlighted a proclamation (LGBTQIA)
- could this be a criteria? Didn’t do the event
with the Hispanic group. With renaming Park ,
could tie that to Native American.
Looked into what other cities
Beverly would like young Asian Americans
because discrimination is occurring.
did. Making progress. Next
Decision: Asian American proclamation month can present
(inviting KOM) and Native Americans (Allen & recommendations
Xie work
on KOM)
Plan
Hispanic
Heritage Month for 2022
Theme: COVID vaccine - wearing masks
decorated
solidarity

Address application under
youth commission item

Send Dept. of Admin link to
open meeting law videos to
Richard. Will look to get
feedback from upcoming
commissioners.

Passing this off to Keith. Attach
list to each month agenda.

City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan

Lead
JAN

FEB

Essay Contest

Rosefest Parade Engagement

Community Feedback
Response
Grace/Etienne/Beverly

Commission Recruitment

Richard/Beverly

Etienne/Keith

Certificate of involvement from City
Discuss gift card depending on # of
submissions
Post some submissions on website?
Consider some honorable merit &
interviewed on CTV
Use gift cards from local businesses to
support them as well

Commission
Interviews
Strategy Team

Ensure groups reached out to are apolitical
Are 2 spots held each year?
Commissioner Djevi volunteered as liaison to
parade committee
Make a list of communities not typically involved in
local government & rotate through those groups
each year
Rebecca to clarify if 2 spots in addition to
HRIEC/Commission spot
Review proclamations for participation
May 1st is deadline for groups to be in place.
KOM, Native American group (tie in with
Pocahontas park renaming), Grand Marshal idea?
Look to confirm group at March meeting

Reviewed what commissions and
city & city departments are doing
Grace will send compiled
research. It will be in Feb packet
Next month looking at what other
cities are doing.

This is part of Strategic Racial
Equity Action Plan.
Tracking demographics of who are
applying & how often & who is
interviewed. How many are
applying?
This is "on hold" for HRIEC work
plan as it is being discussed with
consultant.

Start theme discussions. May tie into the larger
parade them or focus on work of HRIEC. Attend
other commission meetings to encourage parade
attendance and sign-up.

Subgroup to research what other Beverly develops
cities do/ best practices
recommendations and assist with
youth commissioner recruitment.

This is "on hold" for
HRIEC work plan as it is
being discussed with
consultant.

Commission Onboarding
Richard/Beverly

Community Outreach
Etienne/Keith

Youth commissioner voting
Ask all of commission for any
Rebecca will provide staff report pre-existing relationships with
for Feb meeting
those who may want to be opinion
Onboarding team - process
leader or liaison
(make time/commitment to
Rebecca resend google form linkS
meet&greet) - Richard
Before first meeting - talk to new
commissioners ahead of time
Forward P&R handbook to
Richard/Beverly

Richard & Beverly observe 2021
onboarding process for
commissions. Review
onboarding materials.

Begin collecting names,
institutions, and businesses. 10
minute brainstorming session at
commission meeting.

Send Dept. of Admin link to
open meeting law videos to
Richard. Will look to get
feedback from upcoming
commissioners.

Passing this off to Keith. Attach
list to each month agenda.

Etienne reached out to Native American group.

March

Last year highlighted a proclamation (LGBTQIA)
- could this be a criteria? Didn’t do the event
with the Hispanic group. With renaming Park ,
could tie that to Native American.
Brainstormed ideas with Joanna.
Beverly would like young Asian Americans
Subgroup will bring back suggestions because discrimination is occurring.
for March meeting. Contest ends
Decision: Asian American proclamation March 15. Once we know # of
(inviting KOM) and Native Americans (Allen & Looked into what other cities
submissions, will be able to refine
Xie work on KOM)
did. Making progress. Next
showcase. Have a summary to
Plan Hispanic Heritage Month for 2022
month can present
discuss
Theme: Covid vaccine - wearing masks
recommendations

Address application under
youth commission item

April

Potentially do interviews with CTV,
Certificate
Blurb in newsletter directing to
website
Recognition at City Council meeting
Richard will contact CTV, Rebecca
can reach out to students regarding
specific privacy release

Keith reached out to KOM - will get back to
him. Etienne reached out to NA community.
Reaching out to others in the area.
10 -15 members for KOM
Etienne will reach out to other commissions w/ Wait until April
date and what we hope to do.
provide email update

Pushing info to students in late
Strategy team working
May or even early July.
Ask Cmsr. Xie to help spread
on this in a larger
Onboard new commissioners
word
capacity

City of Roseville HRIEC 2021 Work Plan

Lead
Goal

Essay Contest

Rosefest Parade Engagement

Community Feedback Response

Richard/Beverly/Paul/Laura

Etienne/Keith
Promote inclusivity in our community

Grace/Etienne/Beverly/Laura
Increase community engagement/
communication

April

Potentially do interviews with CTV,
Certificate
Blurb in newsletter directing to
website
Recognition at City Council meeting
Richard will contact CTV, Rebecca
can reach out to students regarding
specific privacy release

May

Invited participants to May 3 CC
On website
In newsletter
Presented topics for 2022 Essay
contest: Which may work? What
other suggestions/ideas? Reactions? Potential for parade being cancelled. As soon
(Send to Richard)
as that is known, staff will notify commission

June

Final topic: Following the pandemic,
how can you and your fellow
students become more involved in
helping to improve, reconnect, and
unite the Roseville community?;
Subgroup remains the same; may change for
subgroup is working to finalize
details for the fall
2022 Rosefest Parade

July

August

September

Keith reached out to KOM - will get back to
him. Etienne reached out to NA community.
Reaching out to others in the area.
10 -15 members for KOM
Etienne will reach out to other commissions w/ Wait until April
date and what we hope to do.
provide email update

Final topic: Following the pandemic,
how can you and your fellow
students become more involved in
helping to improve, reconnect, and
unite the Roseville community?;
subgroup is working to finalize
On hold
details for the fall
Staff is ramping up to send out essay
content to schools and include in city
On hold
communications
All Roseville area schools - public,
private, and charter - have been
contacted via email

Need to compile info. Come up with
list of
suggestions/recommendations for
full commission.

Commission Recruitment

Commission
Commission Onboarding
Interviews
Strategy Team
Richard/Beverly
Increase community participation and diversity of applicants

Proclamations Support

Community Outreach

Richard/Kathy/Paul/Etienne Etienne/Keith/Amanda/Peju
Ask all of commission for any
pre-existing relationships with
those who may want to be opinion
leader or liaison
Rebecca resend google form linkS
Begin collecting names,
institutions, and businesses. 10
minute brainstorming session at
commission meeting.

Pushing info to students in late
Strategy team working
May or even early July.
Ask Cmsr. Xie to help spread
on this in a larger
Onboard new commissioners
word
capacity

Send out Strategy Team job
description and membership
along with aggregate
demographics

New members provide
feedback on
orientation/onboarding
materials

Passing this off to Keith. Attach
list to each month agenda.

New subgroup has been formed

Staff is working to improve commissioner recruitment through SREAP

A new proclamations
subgroup was formed to
review commitments to
support monthly
proclamations

In process

Staff is working to improve commissioner recruitment through SREAP

Ongoing

Ongoing subgroup discussion

Staff is requesting commission assistance in recruiting commissioners for fall 2021

Ongoing subgroup discussion Ongoing subgroup discussion

Staff is requesting commission assistance in recruiting youth commissioner

This group needs to identify
what engagement looks like for
HRIEC with all of the various
stakeholders in the city

Ongoing

2021 Rubric Suggestion for Essays/ Poems and Visual Media

(9/7/21)

Following the pandemic, how can you and your fellow students become more
involved in helping to improve, reconnect and unite the Roseville community?
ESSAY/POEM
(12 points) 1. Does entry discuss speci c ways to become involved to:
A. Help improve community
no ideas - 0 points
one idea - 2 points
more than one idea - 3points
B. Help reconnect the community
no ideas - 0 points
one idea - 2 points
more than one idea - 3points
C. Help unite the community
no ideas - 0 points
one idea - 2 points
more than one idea - 3points
(3 points)

2. Does entry explain how an individual can help?

(3 points)

3. Does entry explain how fellow students can help?

(3 points)

4. Analysis of issues and strength of suggestions
null - 0
weak - 1
strong - 2
very strong - 3

(2 points)

5. Grammar and spelling
weak - 0
adequate - 1
strong - 2

(2 points)

6. Overall coherence and organization
weak - 0
adequate - 1
strong - 2

fi

Total maximum points = 25

VISUAL MEDIA
Following the pandemic, how can you and your fellow students become more
involved inhaling to improve, reconnect and unite the Roseville community?
(6 points)

1. Does submission address the question?
null - 0
somewhat - 1-2
e ectively - 3-4
very strongly - 5-6

(6 points)

2. Is there a clear narrative/story shown?
null - 0
somewhat - 1-2
e ectively - 3-4
very strongly - 5-6

(6 points)

3. General visual impact of submission
null - 0
mild - 1-2
strong - 3-4
very strong - 5-6

(2 points)

4. Overall impression of submission
null - 0
e ective - 1
strong -2

ff

ff

ff

Total maximum points = 20

Roseville Written and Visual Media Contest Rules
Question:
Following the pandemic, how can you and your fellow students become more
involved in helping to improve, reconnect and unite the Roseville community?
All students in Roseville who are in the middle school age range (grades 6, 7 and
8) are encouraged to express themselves. You are encouraged to submit in the
language in which you are the most uent. To the best of our ability, we will nd
individuals to evaluate your submission in the language used. The Human
Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission will evaluate the submissions
made in English. All individual identifying information (except grade level) will be
omitted so each submission will be evaluated without knowing who submitted it.
You may write an essay as in past contests, but this year you may also create a
poem. In addition, the contest has been expanded to include a visual media
category (such as a poster, a collage, a photo or photo essay, etc.) Videos will
not be accepted. If you submit something in the visual category, please include
a title and an optional 3-5 sentence paragraph describing your submission.
Submissions will be scored by grade level (6th, 7th and 8th). There will be prizes
in each category (written and visual media). Each grade will be awarded prizes
as follows:
Written: $50 rst prize
$25 second prize

Visual Media: $50 rst prize
$25 second prize

Rules

1. Each submission should address all parts of the question.
2. Essays may be hand written or printed; double spaced and up to three
pages in length.
3. Complete and attach the o cial entry form with your submission. Do not
write your name on the submission itself to insure fair judging. Submissions
without the completed entry form will not be considered.
4. Submissions must be sent to the City of Roseville no later than January 31,
2022 (your teacher may have a di erent deadline).
5. Only students who are awarded rst or second prizes in each category will
be contacted, along with the teacher or parent of a home schooled student.
6. The winning students may be asked to present their work in person to the
City Council and 9 North. (Students are not required to do this).

fi

fi

fl

ff

fi

ffi

fi

Additional Questions? Contact

Essay and Visual Media Contest
Notes and Recommendations from meeting on 9/7
1. Ask Thomas to include Contest Rules, rubric for written submissions and
rubric for visual media submissions in next commission packet for full
commission input and approval
2. Paul will contact Thomas about information sent to teachers to use that info
to use for his home school contacts.
3. Ask commissioners at next meeting for any connections they might have to
contact other communities that may not have heard about the contest
4. For next year’s contest:
- plan ahead to make a video advertising and explaining contest (maybe
include some past winners?
- plan ahead to explore additional school out reach like attending Back to
School night, reaching out to PTAs, etc
5. Ask fellow commissioners if they have contacts with others who are uent in
reading (translating?) other languages to prepare for evaluating submissions in a
student’s native languages.

fl

6. Reach out to International Student organizations at local universities to see if
some might be interested in helping with native language submissions

Proclamations sub group notes/recommendations
meeting on 2/8/21
1.

Rich will contact Thomas to discuss:

A. Feasibility of having each department and commission include the
month’s proclamations on their individual websites
B. Feasibility of making sure each department and commission is aware of
the upcoming proclamations so if possible they may initiate activities or plans to
somehow recognize and reinforce the proclamations
C. Explore feasibility of including proclamation references on the daily
Comcast Channel 16 scroll.
2. Continue investigating leveraging local organizations to see what they can do
to reinforce proclamations (ex - during Women’s History Month ask organization
to evaluate the role of women in leadership positions in their organization); and
formulate plans to contact these organizations in the future
3. Can we tap into the city’s Community Outreach Budget for future projects?
Continue ways to coordinate with 9North about programming ideas.
4. Etienne will use his contacts with the library to see how willing they are to
work with us to:
-display proclamations
-curate a list of books )adult and children) related to proclamation
-curate video lists related to proclamation (adult/children)
-host live education speaker program (s)
5. Hold o on display cases until we get further into having a more solid plan for
proclamations in general

ff

ff

6. Role/ responsibilities of commission members who co-lead each
proclamation:
- Review the proclamation for possible updating
- brainstorm for activities the city / commissions can do related to the
proclamation
- research educational materials than can be referenced on the website
- reach out to the community/ stakeholders a ected by the proclamations
for suggestions, references, links, etc that can be included on the website
- develop general information that may be useful to someone accessing
the website related to the proclamation
- deadline for having this material ready for public use is: ______________

Roseville HRIEC Community Outreach
Work Plan Proposal • 09.22.2021

"There is no power for change
greater than a community
discovering what it cares about."
- Margaret Wheatley

PURPOSE:
(reason commission exists)

Human Rights,
Inclusion and
Engagement
Commission

We are here to aﬃrm that
every voice in the City of
Roseville has an opportunity to
be seen, heard and considered
in all community matters and
equal opportunities to thrive in
civic roles.

(what we do and for whom)

Our Mission

To be the guardians of
human rights, equity and
equality for all Roseville
residents in matters of city
government and activities
(including systemic change
and decision making)

(what we hope for the future)

Our Vision

An engaged city of people
that feel a true sense of
belonging and a city
government and staﬀ that
work from an inherent place
of equity.

Community Outreach

Strategic Recommendation:
As commissioners (guardians) of our core values - equity and
inclusivity - we need to get out into the community to
understand what matters to people the most and where their
hearts lie when it comes to community development and
representation.

Community Outreach
GOALS

Outreach Goals:

1. Build awareness of HRIEC in the community.
2. Find the voices of the people. Observe and listen.
3. Inform the community about current city issues and
initiatives.

Community Outreach
ACTIONS

Build Awareness
1. Build a tool kit for commissioners to quickly attend community
sponsored events:
○ table, chairs
○ HRIEC branded materials: table cover, ﬂyer, banner, pins,
stocking hats, t-shirts for commissioner members
■ HRIEC tagline suggestions:
● HRIEC Every Voice Counts
● HRIEC Bringing Everyone to the Table
● HRIEC Advocates for You!
(cont. on next page)

Build Awareness
1. Build a tool kit for commissioners to quickly attend community
sponsored events:
○ create an activity to draw people in: custom puzzle that
people can help put together (Jenga!) - write a message on a
Jenga puzzle piece and add to the puzzle , video montage of
city of Roseville, collage activity, musicians
○ Create a calendar of important events HRIEC should attend
2. Every commissioner can commit to reaching out to one potential
community partner to establish a connection.

Find the Voices
1. Develop an archive of Roseville resident's real voices. Audio gear
can be brought to community events to capture on the spot,
relationship building interviews or perhaps partnering with local
businesses to capture interviews on-site.
○ Potential podcast opportunity "Roots of Roseville"
○ Asking more in-depth questions such as:
■ "For what in your life do you feel most grateful?"
■ "If you could change anything about the way you were
raised, what would it be?"
■ "What do you most value in a friendship?"
■ "Do you have a dream that you haven't pursued?"

Find the Voices
2. "Laundromat Chat" and "Seniors Speak" - monthly table set up at
the local laundromats and senior living complexes (permission
pending from business owners) allowing an opportunity for residents often apartment dwellers with no laundry facilities - and seniors who
have trouble getting out into the community - to engage with the
commission.

Inform
1. Develop an infographic that can be distributed at community events
that communicates the various ways the general public can be
involved in city politics (including joining a commission!) - without
having to use much language (should also consider a Braille option for
those that are visually impaired.)
2. Create a simple (digital) video ﬁle that can be shared on an iPad
and brought to events - communicating the current issues or strategic
plans happening in the City of Roseville. Commission should be
prepared to speak to each item in the video or direct the residents to
a resource that can provide more information (again a Braille option
would be awesome to include).

Community Outreach
TIMELINE

Tool Kit Development

October 2021

Infographic and Video

November 2021

Partnership Outreach

December 2022

Assess Outreach Efforts

January 2022

Audio Interviews
Laundromat Chats

February 2022

Thank you!

Roseville Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Agenda Item

DATE: September 22, 2021

ITEM: 8.A.

ITEM DESCRIPTION: Staff Updates

Background
Staff will provide updates on the following:





SREAP Updates – All Staff Communications; Process Mapping; workgroups
Staffing Updates – Housing Navigator, BIPOC Business Intern, Community Relations
Commission Recruitment – Adult and Youth
In Person/Hybrid Meetings

